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Congrats!!
Just a quick congrats to the TBP scholarship winners:
Alexandria Bopp
Eshita Khera*
Bryan Maldonado*
Caymen Novak
Jeffery Zhang*
*TBP members

Hope everyone has a great and safe spring break 😊

Upcoming Events:
Sequoia Place III (02/21)
Grad Trivia Night (02/22)
Ice Skating (02/22)
New Initiatives (02/06)
Fourth General (02/20)

Provost Philbert: Michigan time will end beginning May 1st

Me on May 1st arriving to class 10 minutes late:
umich students: *arrives at every football game 30 minutes early to get priority points*
Also umich students: "your classes are now going to start 10 minutes earlier":

Taken from UMICH memes for Wolverteens
Grad Electee of the Week: Michael Wang  
Major: Material Science and Engineering PhD  
Favorite Bagel: Everything with peanut butter  
Why is he awesome? He signed up for nearly 20 hours of service and social events!! Keep up the good work!!

Undergrad Electee of the Week: Brendon Brown  
Major: Chemical Engineering  
Favorite Bagel: Cinnamon Raisin with cream cheese  
Why is he awesome? He’s been getting a lot of his electee requirements fulfilled. He’s already completed 6.5 service and 2 Social/Profession development hours. He’s also completed his tutoring requirement!!